Correction for non-perpendicularity of beam and tilt axis in tomographic reconstructions with the IMOD package.
A correction for non-perpendicularity between the beam axis and the tilt axis in electron tomographic tilt series has been implemented in the IMOD software package and its value and limitations have been explored. Correction for this effect can provide a significant improvement in the alignment error and the reconstruction quality in some cases. However, when the projection model being fit includes an anisotropic shrinkage (i.e. stretch) in the plane of the specimen, adding a variable for the beam tilt does not produce a lower alignment error; it is thus not possible to distinguish between the effects of stretch and beam tilt. Test reconstructions indicate that an alignment solution that includes stretch will adequately correct for the effects of a beam tilt. For specimens subject to deformation under the beam, an alignment solution that accounts for stretch is preferable to one that accounts for beam tilt instead, provided that the markers used for alignment are sufficiently well distributed. Otherwise, a correction for beam tilt should be used.